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CULLEN SKINK 

 

 
   It was a day in November such as only the north-east corner of Scotland 

can endure. The wind came in what he called tufts, chasing smoke from 

roof stacks and sending gulls at angles into driving mist. The sea was a 

living cauldron; from where he stood above the town he could see no boat 

pitching and diving through the waves. And what man would want to be 

out there, yet generation after generation of his family had sent their sons 

to pull a living from the deep. How many lay at the bottom of that endless 

heaving of water they called the Widowmaker? Had he not been a 

fisherman himself for nigh-on twenty years?  

   Peter Jonah Mackie turned back up the road. He didn’t want to think 

about the sea; too much of his life was lost to it already. As he raised his 

head to keep walking the steep road, his eyes met the steeples of no less 

than six churches. They were a God-fearing folk in the town of Cowie, 

and up and down the coast it was little different. When your lives hung by 

a thread, there was nothing for it but to pray the boats would make it back 

through the storms another year.  

    

 



   Jonah had been his grandfather’s middle name before him. As a boy 

he’d carried the name with pride. When the minister spoke of Jonah and 

the three days and nights he’d spent in the belly of the whale, his cheeks 

had burned. He’d imagined Jonah lighting a fire inside the whale, and the 

great fish in agony beaching on a rocky islet so Jonah could walk ashore.  

   He’d always imagined that on the headland called Spurn Point. A place 

of criss-crossing tides, made of nothing but granite stacks and boulders. 

You could see no dwelling from deep down in the hollow of Spurn Point; 

Cowie was swallowed by the cliffs. It felt as old as time, and it was here 

he’d wandered alone as a child. East of here nothing but what his 

grandfather called the grey wolf of the North Sea, and beyond – Norway.  

   How could it have been that twenty-four and a half years later he’d 

return here, just after dawn, to find the body of his only son washed in 

after three days missing at sea? The Mary Jane lost in the worst winter 

storm, and his son’s wife at home in Cowie, six months pregnant with 

their first child. How do you begin again after that? What do you say that 

fails to sound wooden and hollow and barren?  

   ‘I’m home, Calum,’ he said softly, closing the front door, and the boy 

who was his grandson came charging into his arms so lemons and onions 

and salt went rolling over the floor from his bag. How do you begin again 

and what do you say?  

    



 

    

   The boy’s mother had had to get a job at once; there was no time to 

grieve. She studied at night in the room that had been her husband’s 

workshop. While Calum Iain Mackie slept, knowing nothing of the world 

he had come to, having chosen not a shred of the story that was his. It was 

a strange net that had brought him up to the grey streets of Cowie.  

   His mother was out teaching now; Peter had two hours with his 

grandson. They played well together; he got down on his hands and knees 

to be lions and tigers – raced along the corridor on all fours until Calum 

rolled about laughing. Peter laughed too, though there was something like 

glass inside; he laughed as he tickled the boy yet still it hurt. But by the 

time Ailsa had returned from school they’d be sitting on the sofa together, 

Peter reading and Calum perched beside him.  

   Today wind and weather chased about Cowie; a day for being cosy and 

forgetting. For a time at least, before the real world and its sadness came 

blowing back through the front door.  

   ‘You’re going to sit up here and help me, Calum.’ He hoisted the boy 

onto the work surface beside the stove, then remembered his grandson 

wasn’t ready.  

   

 



   ‘This is for you,’ Peter told him, putting on the play apron with blue 

and white checks Ailsa had found for him in Aberdeen. At that moment, 

all that interested Calum were the contents of a jar of raspberry jam; he 

was concentrating on digging out the last little bit and lifting it to a sticky 

mouth. But Peter took the jar from the starfish hands and the blue eyes 

watched him now, little feet jigging over the side of the work surface.  

   ‘We are going to make the best soup in the world, Calum Iain Mackie! 

And you are going to help me!’  

   The small head nodded contentedly as a gull blew past them over the 

next garden, and the telegraph wires whirled like skipping ropes.  

   ‘We’ll need a lot of tatties! And your mother dug these from the garden 

only yesterday.’  

   He held up a bucket of potatoes for Calum’s inspection – peeled and 

ready. Carefully they rumbled into a pan of bubbling water. Calum 

searched for a last piece of jam at the end of one finger.  

   ‘Now, this is the bit you’re going to help me with. Watch carefully. I’m 

going to start with the smoked haddock.’  

   He waved white strips of fish under the boy’s button nose that wrinkled 

as the scent rose. Calum did nothing but watch as the strips were cut into 

tiny white cubes.  

   ‘Wait until you smell this, my wee fighter!’ Peter exclaimed, eyes 

sparkling. He poked Calum’s tummy.  



    

   ‘We need plenty of the best butter, and we melt it till there’s nothing 

but runny gold in the pan. What I want is the pan to be hot, but not so hot 

the fish burns. That would be bad, bad as you losing a marble under the 

sofa you never found again! So you just put in the bits of fish – gentle, 

gentle. See how they’re yellow to begin with? They must be white by the 

time they’re done, and break into pieces with the wooden spoon.’  

   ‘When will it be ready?’ Calum asked, and looked up from under his 

white-gold curls. His dad had been just as fair when he was five years 

old. But his hair was the colour of beech leaves by the time he left school. 

By the time he’d told them he wasn’t going to Aberdeen to study; he was 

going to fish out of Cowie and was saving to buy a boat called the Mary 

Jane. Peter swam back into the kitchen and the moment; heard the echo 

of his grandson’s words.  

   ‘It will take exactly long enough,’ he answered. ‘The best cooks can’t 

tell you how long things take to make, Calum,’ he went on as the tiny 

fragments of fish squeaked and squealed in the pan. Gently he moved 

them to one side and then the other with the wooden spatula.  

   ‘They take as long as they need. Sometimes they need longer and 

sometimes they’re finished before you know it.’  

    



   A bit like life, he wanted to say. A bit like this strange journey we’re on 

called life, where everything you plan can change in the blink of an eye, 

and the only real certainty is what happens at the end. And I wish I could 

preserve you from all of it, but I can’t. I wish I could take your hand and 

tell you there was an easier way, because I love you with all my heart and 

I want to keep you from the rocks. If there’s anything I want, it’s to keep 

you from the rocks. 

   ‘Now,’ he said instead, ‘what we need next is a tiny bit of onion. Not 

enough to ruin the taste of the fish, because that would be awful! Just this 

much, Calum – enough and no more. Will you come down and help me, 

because you can’t where you are! You’re up somewhere about Ben 

Nevis, and that’s no good when you’re helping make the best soup in the 

world. Wait till I find you the stool.’  

   Carefully he lifted the boy so his little feet stood sure and safe on the 

wooden stool that had belonged to his mother, and maybe to hers. It was 

scuffed and scarred so it was worthless, yet he’d fight the man who tried 

to take it from him. It was priceless, and somehow inside was all the 

labour of the mothers that had gone before. He kept it in honour of them.  

   ‘Hold the wooden handle tight as you can, and stir the onion and the 

fish together. That’s it! I’ll put my hand over yours and we’ll do the rest 

together. Don’t stop! A bit more and it’ll all be melted and ready! Well 

done!’  



   He ruffled the corn-coloured curls and Calum looked up at him, 

gleaming.  

   ‘But you’re not done! Oh no, the most important thing is still to come. 

This is from the recipe for Cullen Skink that goes back to the time before 

Mary Queen of Scots was thought of.’  

   Peter held out in front of Calum a whole lemon and let it roll over his 

palm.  

   ‘This is the secret,’ he whispered, ‘and you’re going to make the magic 

come true. Stay there and let granddad do the difficult thing first. This is 

the dangerous knife, and you never do anything with that.’  

   In a second he’d cleaved the lemon in two.  

   ‘Right, time for the magic! Squeeze with all your might and the secret 

lemon will trickle through all that fish!’  

   Calum ginned. His half of lemon was dented, but it needed a strong 

hand, and Peter’s came round his own so juice dribbled and ran. He said 

nothing as he concentrated and watched, and he thought of his son’s 

hands as they must have fought that night on the Mary Jane, and he felt 

the sting in his eyes. For a second he couldn’t see his own hand over 

Calum’s; they became one and flowed together, until he heard the boy’s 

delighted joy as the last of the juice ran out. Then they did the second one 

and by that time the storm in Peter had stilled and his heart had slowed. 

He could be himself, as though everything was all right and nothing was 



wrong inside. The way he had to be for this boy now, until he was old 

enough to understand.  

   ‘No-one else knows the secret,’ he said, bringing the boy down from 

the stool. ‘And it’s as old as the salt in the sea!’  

   Calum’s eyes were dancing now. ‘What do we have to do next?’  

   ‘There’s one amazingly important thing left,’ Peter told him. ‘No, that’s 

not true – there are two. But first we put the fish and the onion and the 

magic lemon in with the tatties, and you can stir it all like a witch would 

stir her magic broth!’  

   Calum stirred as if life depended on it, held up in his grandfather’s 

quivering arms. Peter brought the boy back to the floor with gratitude. 

Ailsa wouldn’t have let him do that, he was sure. She guarded her boy 

like gold. But what could you say? Could you tell her she was doing 

Calum no favours? You had to watch and be patient. You had to 

remember and do nothing but love.  

   ‘And the very last thing we do, my wee fighter! We take a whole carton 

of cream and slowly pour it in. We take the pot away from the heat to let 

it cool, and we put the lid on tight. Yes, you can do that – I’ll lift you up 

and you can make sure it’s tight. Oh, what is that mother of yours feeding 

you? I’ll soon not be able to lift you at all!’  

    

 



   Then they were done and the whole house smelled of lemon and fish 

and cream. Outside rain hurled itself against the glass, and the sea went 

wild. They sat together and read a story; Calum’s index finger following 

the words. Ailsa would soon be home and the three of them would have 

Cullen Skink. He cut big chunks of fresh bread and put a plate of them on 

the kitchen table. Suddenly he thought of something, a question he would 

dare to ask.  

   ‘And what are you going to be when you grown up, Calum?’ He bent 

down close to the boy; felt the sharpness at the back of his eyes, his heart 

hammering his chest. He bit the edge of his lower lip.  

   Calum’s eyes rippled with gold, and for a second – no more – a pale, 

damaged edge of sunlight broke from over the sea.  

   ‘I’m going to be a cooker!’ Calum shouted, dancing in his apron, and 

they laughed and they laughed and they laughed.  

 


